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The playable art of Kate Jones

since 1979
Above: Kate Jones display at Bridges 2019, Linz, Austria. Right: Kids love to solve!

Dear Bridges members and guests, we miss being with you in person this year. So please see all of our
unique and original mathematical puzzles and games on our website, www.gamepuzzles.com! Over
250 heirloom-quality handcrafted sets of beautiful geometric design for the joy of thinking. Order
safely online, free shipping within U.S. Here are a few hottest sellers. See descriptions below.

www.gamepuzzles.com

Here's a little description of the five sets, left to right:
Octiles--18 unique octagon wood tiles with paths to connect at
edges, build roads for your runners across the board..
Pentarose--adaptation of Penrose tiles into a beautiful work of
art, many non-periodic solving challenges.
Quintillions--the 12 precision-cut solid pentominoes, build
endless 2D and 3D figures, play 5 games for 2-4 people.
Ochominoes--24 unique polyform tiles of octagons and
squares (polyocts), find countless patterns and solutions.
Roundominoes--28 tiles, in 7 shapes of circles and bridges
(polyrounds). Many puzzle challenges, 3 games for 2 players.
See full descriptions and ordering information on my website,
www.gamepuzzles.com | All product names are proprietary
trademarks of Kadon Enterprises, Inc.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/391950357895182/

Mathematical tiling and tessellation
Aug. 4, 2020
Greetings, tessellation lovers. I'm happy to be able to meet you all here at a virtual gathering,
though I miss being at Bridges in person this year. I've been designing and making
combinatorial tilings for 41 years. Here are a few, along with pictures of my exhibit at the
2019 Bridges in Linz, Austria. You can see over 200 other tessellation and tiling sets at my
website, www.gamepuzzles.com
Here's a little description of the five highlighted sets, left to right:
OCTILES--18 uniquely patterned octagon tiles with paths to connect at edges, build ways for
your runners across the board from home to goal.
PENTAROSE--adaptation of Penrose tiles into a beautiful work of art, many solving
challenges.
QUINTILLIONS--the 12 precision-cut solid pentominoes, build endless 2D and 3D figures,
play 5 strategy games for 2-4 people.
OCHOMINOES--24 unique polyform tiles of octagons and squares (polyocts), find countless
patterns and solutions.
ROUNDOMINOES--28 tiles, in 7 shapes of circles and bridges (polyrounds). Many puzzle
challenges, 3 games for two players.
See full descriptions and ordering information on my website, www.gamepuzzles.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/391950357895182/permalink/948478078909071

The Golden Ratio
Aug. 12, 2020
Among the over 200 original puzzles Kadon has produced since 1979 are some new and
classic sets based on the golden ratio. Take a look here, then see them all on our website,
www.gamepuzzles.com/pentuniv.htm
Here's a bit of explanation of sets shown.
First row:
ARC ANGLES--25 curved trapezoids with paths that join. All 25 can form a single loop
(rounded pentagon). With strategy game for 1-4 players.
DEKA-MOSAIK, DEKA-STAR, KITE-MOSAIK in decagon trays show math as art.
Bottom row:
PENTAROSE--based on Penrose prototiles, many designs and challenges.
LA ORA STELO--polyform of 1 to 3 golden triangles in pentagon tray, many difficult tasks.
Created by Jacques Ferroul.
Large kits (hundreds of tiles) of PENROSE DIAMONDS, golden triangles
(COLLIDESCAPE), and PENROSE KITES & DARTS for huge explorations. Each in 5
colors. Strategy games for up to 5 players, with game mat, for Kites & Darts.
Product names are trademarks of Kadon Enterprises, Inc.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10158023512503375&set=p.10158023512503375&type=3

Edgematching
Sept. 3, 2020
One of the most popular puzzle themes is matching tiles by colors or shapes. The best-known tilematching game is dominoes. Now we bring you colorful, artistic tilings encompassing a century of ideas.
See www.gamepuzzles.com/edgemtch.htm for our entire collection on this theme. Here we show some
samples, complex and pleasurable, based on triangles, squares, hexagons. Rearrange them in hundreds of
ways. And each unique piece contributes its special features to the full composition, like individuals
collaboratively building their community, or a band synchronizing their music. Order safely online, FREE
SHIPPING within U.S. -- Then check out our entire website of recreational math puzzles:
www.gamepuzzles.com
Here's a brief description of the gamepuzzles shown, clockwise from upper right:
Trifolia – 24 unique curvy-edged triangles solve a book full of figures, play 3 games, 2-4 players. For age 12-adult.
Multimatch IV – 24 unique hand-inlaid triangles, match and non-match plus beautiful symmetry patterns. 1 or 2
players, age 8-adult.
Multimatch I – 24 unique square tiles inlaid with 3 colors, hundreds of matching challenges, based on 100-year-old
design by British mathematician Maj. Percy MacMahon. For 1 or 2 players, age 8-adult.
Cookie Jar – 13 uniquely shaped tiles form hundreds of splendid figures. Play 2 games. 1-3 players, age 10-adult.
Leaves – 13 unique leaf-shaped tiles, tricky challenges mixing the autumn colors. A work of art with display stand,
for 1 or 2 players, age 10-adult. 11" tray.
MemorIQ ("Memory Cue") – 24 unique hexagon tiles inlaid with 4 colors. hundreds of patterns to solve. Display
stand included. 11" round tray. 1 or more players, age 12-adult.
MiniMatch I – Award winner! 9 unique inlaid squares match 4 colors, many themes. For 1 or 2 players, age 6-adult.
Hexmozaix Jr. – 24 unique hexagons inlaid with 4 colors, create many designs. 7.5" tray, 1 to 4 players, age 6-adult.
Kaliko – 85 unique wood hexagons with paths match colors to build long loops. Exquisite puzzle shapes. For 1 to 4
players, age 8-adult.
More details on these and other sets: www.gamepuzzles.com/edgemtch.htm with order forms, free shipping in U.S.
All game names are trademarks of Kadon Enterprises, Inc.

